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Abstract. Smart cards are used worldwide in transport applications as
a payment tool. So, cities will have big and constantly updated collections
of transactions data from cards validation equipment. Of course, this data
source could be used to study user behavior from collected observations,
to detect movement patterns, to perform new route planning, etc. In
this paper, we are going to provide a survey of data models used in such
kind of analysis and describe practical questions (problems) that could
be solved with histories of payment transactions collected by cities and
transport companies. In our opinion, this information will be useful for
smart cities applications because of the relative ease of collection of such
data and their transparency. In the context of smart city users, mobility
is one of the keys components.
Keywords: smart card, transport cards, data mining, mobility, smart
city.
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Introduction

Smart cards (transport cards) are popular payment tool in many countries
(Fig. 1).
Typically, it is a pre-paid card. Users can purchase cards with some initial
credits and any later buy a new card as well as buy new credits for existing card.
With such cards, users can pay for transport, parking slots and sometimes other
city-related services. In the most cases, pre-paid smart cards are anonymous, so
there is no user-related information at all. Of course, each card has got unique
ID but this ID is not linked with user data.
Smart Card validators are part of the fare collection system. They are devices
that read smart cards and support the fare applications contained on them. So,
they are devices for getting credits, recorded on the card [2]. The validator units
can be contact, contactless or both, and can be stand-alone or integrated with
the on-board computer. They can include some data storage.
This store can be downloaded via USB, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi. The validators
can include SIM-cards and support GPRS. Also, they can be directly connected

Fig. 1. Smart cards in Melbourne [1].

to some central computer (cloud, external data storage) via wireless LAN or
Ethernet connection. So, what is important for us, validators collect logs for
transactions. Each transaction contains card ID, validator ID, time stamp. Of
course, there is also a sum of credit, but this value is not so important for our
tasks.
For smart cities, logs from validators present another dataset which could
be used in so-called digital urbanism [3]. In this paper, we would like to discuss
data mining models for smart cards logs. The aim of the work is to present (to
discover) algorithms and models that are suitable for the processing of transport
card data used in Moscow. We will also present one new approach to the processing of transport data, which uses ideas from the processing of web sessions
(web logs).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss data formats. In Section III, we describe data mining models. In this section, we also
describe our own proposal for using web statistics analysis tools for transport
card logs.
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On Data Formats

In general, there are two types of payment models: flat fares and distancebased fares [4]. For a flat rate model, users deploy their smart cards on the
card reader when entering (only check-in scans are necessary). For the distancebased scheme, riders need to swipe their smart cards twice: when checking-in
and checking-out. The separate question is location info. Depends on the device,
it could be saved too (for check-in and check-out in a case of distance-based
fares).
Key information stored in the database, in general, includes smart card ID,
validator ID, transaction time, remaining balance, transaction amount, boarding

stop, alighting stop.
Note that at each particular time point, any particular validator, of course, is
placed in a specific bus (subway station, etc.). Accordingly, instead of the ID of
the validator, we can use bus ID or a metro station ID (in both cases there could
be several validators). This model (Fig. 2), for example, is used in the paper [5].

Fig. 2. Smart card records in Shenzhen, China [5].

Note that a particular route in the city is served by the group of the buses.
So, if we want to talk about smart cards transactions in terms of routes, we need
to maintain a mapping for buses and routes. And because any bus in our model
is a set of validators, it is a mapping between validators and routes. This external
information with respect to transactions log (as the assignments of buses to the
route, for example, are subject to change).
Accordingly, prior to processing, we can combine (join) the mapping with transactional data. This approach is used, for example, in the paper [4] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Beijing Comprehensive Transport Survey [4].

In [6], authors use the following data format (Canada, Quebec):
•
•
•
•
•

Date and time of the boarding transaction;
Card number and fare type;
Route number and direction;
Vehicle and driver numbers;
Stop number at boarding

There are several other papers devoted to smart cards logs and additional
attributes [7-10].

In our work, we are interested in the data representation with a single mark
(check-in only). This form is a typical solution for smart cards used in Moscow,
Russia (Troika card).
A separate question is location information associated with check-in marks.
Technically, it could be implemented. On practice, requesting location information may cause delays in check-in (check-out) processes. So, it is rather the rare
decision. But for any particular route, we can assume that the bus, for example, is on time schedule and assign (approximately) location according to time
stamps.
Note, that we do not discuss here data engineering and by this reason do not
touch practical questions related to smart cards databases.
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On mining smart cards data

In this section, we would like to discuss data processing issues. From the literature analysis, the following problems were identified: traffic patterns, trips
generation, and routes-based studies.
A. Transit patterns
A good review of transit smart card data processing provided in the paper
[11]. In the paper [12], authors support the idea that individual daily movement
uses only a small number of movement patterns. As per their research, these
patterns, termed motifs, appear stable in many different cities. And the detection of motifs is rule-based [13]. Suppose, C is some central node (bus stop, etc.).
Let T(n) denote a cyclical tour with n locations starting at C and ending there.
Then a construction rule is a set of cycles in the motif starting at C. There are
four predominant rules for the most frequent motifs:
I) T(1), T(n-2),
II) T(n-1),
III) T(2), T(n-3),
IV) T(1), T(1), T(n-3).
In plain English, the construction rule (I) consists of a long tour plus a short
tour visiting an additional node not contained in the long tour, rule (II) presents
some tour with no other nodes visited, rule (III) has one long and one short tour
without joint locations, rule, and rule (IV) finally features two back and forth
trips and a long cycle. As per [13], the most frequent motifs fall into these four
construction rules.
In the paper [14], authors study the so-called spatial variability of transit use.
It is examined through the enumeration of all the bus stops used for boarding.
Then, the frequency of use of the bus stops is studied, in order to express a level
of regularity. It allows detecting the number of bus stops which cover the main
proportion of observed transit paths. And as the last step, a k-mean algorithm

is used to partition the data set into a predefined number of clusters for the
different types of smart cards (students, adult, etc.).
In the paper [4], authors use the Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm for the identified trip chains in order
to detect historical travel patterns for transit riders. A trip chain is defined as
a series of trips made by a traveler on a daily basis. We can assume some fixed
temporal threshold to link several smart card transaction records into a trip
chain.
The following algorithm is used for clustering:
1. Sort the trip chain records and add visited/non-visited flag to the each record
2. Randomly select an unvisited trip. Flag this record as visited and form a
cluster for this record
3. Check the boarding time difference between unvisited records and the last
visited record. If the difference is greater than some predefined interval (it is 1
hour in that paper), repeat Step 2. This predefined interval let us separate connected trips from new independent trips. The same idea with predefined time
weve used, for example, in our paper [15].
4. Check the spatial relationship between unvisited records and the last visited
record. If a spatial relationship exists within some predefined radius (it is 200
meters in the above-mentioned paper), then this record is included in the cluster
formed in Step 2 and flagged as visited.
5. If the total count of trips in cluster is less than some predefined threshold
(it is 3 in in the above-mentioned paper), drop the cluster and mark records as
noised.
6. Continue to process the unvisited records from Step2 through Step 5 until all
the records are flagged as visited or noised.
7. The number of total clusters corresponds to the number of typical trip chains
per day. The recurring route, boarding/alighting stops, and timings can be acquired by counting the most frequent pattern within each cluster.
And the following set of features could be used for the detecting regularity [4]:
A number of travel days. The more days a transit rider travels, the more likely
it is that he is a frequent transit rider.
A number of similar first boarding times. Boarding time represents a riders temporal characteristics. If a rider begins an own trip at a similar time of day every
weekday, then he is more likely to be a regular transit rider.
A number of similar route sequences. Route sequence represents a general spatial
pattern for a rider. The number of similar route sequences followed during the
week may indicate a repetitive travel pattern (e.g., home office).
A number of similar stop ID (end points) sequences. The stop ID sequence may
contain detailed spatial similarity information. For example, two formally different stop IDs might be spatially adjacent.
Another example of clustering is presented in papers [16, 17]. In their study,
passenger heterogeneity is investigated based on a longitudinal representation of
each users multi-week activity sequence derived from smart card data. Authors

propose a methodology leveraging this representation to identify clusters of users
with similar activity sequence structure. In general, there are four categories for
travelers: non-exclusive commuters, exclusive commuters, non-commuter residents, and leisure travelers [18]. In [17], authors propose a simple and effective
algorithm for sampling selection. In order to identify users whose activity pattern can be inferred more completely from smart card data, cards were clustered
based on their level of public transport usage. Each card is characterized by the
number of days it was observed traveling over the 29-day analysis period, and by
the spread of days between the first and last day it is observed. Using just these
two variables and classical k-means clustering, 3 user clusters were identified: a
group of non-recurrent users who are seen traveling few days concentrated over a
short period, a group of occasional users who travel on few days spread over the
analysis period and a group of frequent users who travel on many days spanning
most of the analysis period. This simple approach is, probably, the best way for
getting a quick snapshot for transit info in smart cards data.
In the paper [19] authors describe a transit passenger segmentation method
based on a two-step DBSCAN algorithm. They use also k-means algorithm to
distinguish frequent and infrequent transit users based on the number of travel
days and journeys made [20].
B. Trip generation
It is about extracting (discovering) trips in log files. Summarizing the papers,
the following technique could be used for extracting trips from cards data.
A trip is composed of a sequence of activities for a particular purpose. In our
case, it is a sequence of transport card transactions. Classically, time thresholds
are adopted to link these transactions. As the boundary data, we can use the
maximum transfer times for the different types of travelers activities. Activity
here is a type of trip. E.g., it could be metro (subway) only, metro and bus, bus
and metro, etc. So, the transaction time differences that fall within the maximum
transfer times could be extracted.
Some of the authors also suggested using 95th percentile transaction time
difference for each transfer activity as the time threshold to form up a complete
trip [11].
Now, for any individual transport card (for any individual traveler), if the
transaction time difference for two consecutive card records exceeds any of the
thresholds, then a trip is separated. For individual’s trips, we could merge also
multiple trips with short duration times as a single trip.
After that, we can reasonably assume, for example, that for any individual
traveler the first trip (every day) is a home-to-work commute, and the last trip is
a work-to-home travel. So, this pair of trips could be used for detecting activity
patterns.
The regularity of commuting should be spatially and temporally measured
[11]. The temporal patterns could be detected by the similarity of departure
time and the number of traveling days. For spatial patterns, we can calculate
the frequency of the most visited stops as well as the number of recurring travels

on similar routes or lines.
C. Routes-based study
For this research, we can talk about models that are suitable for single swipe
(check-in) only. It is the most interesting direction for our goal. Here we can list
the following suggestions.
At the first hand, we should calculate the distribution of check-ins by boarding places. As the source information for this, we can use boarding counts for
every weekday with 1-hour step, for example.
Obtaining such distribution lets us compare routes. Secondly, it lets us detect
changes in loading (amount of travelers) for the particular days. It is about a
statistically significant difference. And changes in the day distribution should be
linked to some real life events (e.g., opening new mall, closing the offices, etc.).
Also, we will be able to build time series for the route related check-ins (e.g., 30
minutes summary of check-ins for the particular bus). And in these time series,
we can see outlines/trends.
In paper [21], authors describe another idea for the routes-based study: a
Markov model to study stochastic behavior for travelers in the day-to-day route
choice adjustment process. The model is described by two components: how
often a passenger reconsiders a route choice (in other words, it is a route switching rate), and the probability to take a certain route (in other words, it is a
route choice probability). All travelers make route choice today only depending
on the limited road information available from yesterday (Markov’s rule). It is
illustrated in Fig 4.

Fig. 4. Routes and probabilities during a week [21].

The next idea (it is our own proposal), follows the model used in our papers
[22-24]. We can present (simulate) our transport system as a web statistics system. Cards swipe device (validator) is a web page. The set of such devices on a
particular route is a web site. Cards ID is an analogue for visitor’s IP address.

This approach should have a clean path for the visualization. We should be able
to use many existing web statistics visualization and data mining applications
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Web statistics dashboard. A Pageview now is an individual card’s usage, etc.

For testing, we can take a transport data set, build a mapping Card ID - IP
address, present our dataset as a standard web log (IP address corresponds to
Card ID) and use any available web log analyzer software as a proof of concept
(in our case, we used the free Deep Log Analyzer).
Also, we can use web mining algorithms for the research and visualization
[25]. It is so-called web log mining. There are several techniques that could be
reused here [26]. For example, association rules could be used in order to discover the routes which are used together. It could help to discover movement
patterns. The discovery of association rules in Web logs discussed in [27] for
example. Other methods are sequence mining, topology patterns, Markov predictors, Ngram models.
Originally, the sequence mining for web logs can be used for discovering the
Web pages which are accessed immediately after another. For our simulation, it
will be a sequence of validators. It means an effective route. The typical examples
for such methods are presented in the paper [28].
According to sequence mining, we can preprocess our log and create a database
of sequences (routes). In this database, we can collect for the each card (cards
ID, originally for the each IP address) the sequence of the visited validators
(originally, it is the sequence of web accesses). Technically, such collection could
be presented as some key-value store. A key here is a card’s ID.
For the next explanation, we follow to the definitions in [29]. The event is
a card’s usage on some validator (originally, it is a visit for a web page). Given
a set of events E, the route sequence (originally - access sequence) S can be

represented as e1 e2 ... en sequence Here ei is some validator (originally some
web page). That means the access sequence is composed of a series of events,
which are members of event set E (the whole set of validators). The repetitions
of events are allowed in a sequence (e.g. a citizen used the same bus twice). A
route (access sequence) R = e1 e2 ... el is called a sub-sequence of a route R1 =
e1 e2 ... en , and R1 is a super-sequence of R, if and only if for every event ej in
R, there is an equal event ek in R1, while the order that events occurred in R
should follow the order of events in R1.
A frequent pattern is a route (originally, it is an access sequence) to be discovered during the mining process. The frequency here could be defined via so-called
”support”. The support of pattern S in database of sequences is defined as the
number of sequences Si , which contains the subsequence S, divided by a number
of transactions in the whole database. Although events (card’s transactions) can
be repeated in a route (in an access sequence), a pattern can get at most one
support count contribution from one access sequence. So, any frequent pattern
should have a support that is higher than minimum support.
The minimum support for sequential pattern mining is the percentage value
between 0 and 1. It could be set empirically to identify the frequent sequence.
The problem of route mining (originally, web usage mining) is that of finding all
patterns which have supports greater than some predefined minimum support
threshold d.
There are two basic techniques for mining sequential patterns from web logs
fall: Apriori and non-Apriori [30]. Apriori algorithm uses the fact that any superpattern of non-frequent patterns is not frequent. The non-Apriori algorithms
divide the original database into smaller partitions and solve them recursively.
The most popular, according to the academic papers, is a non-Apriori method
called WAP-tree mining [29]. This approach stores the web access patterns in
a compact prefix tree (it is called WAP-tree). Since non-Apriori algorithms did
not need to scan the database multiple times, they should be faster.
But we can see some drawbacks on this way too. Although detected routes
(sequential patterns) include the order of the events, the time between the individual events is unknown. So, we should think about finding sequential patterns
with time intervals. For example, authors in [31] describe the time-interval sequential pattern, which includes not only the order of the events but also the
time intervals between successive events.
A time-interval sequential pattern provides more valuable information than
a conventional sequential pattern. Consider the transport business and mobility
as an example, with the assistance of the time-interval sequential pattern, the
smart city not only learns the mobility patterns, but also links them with time
of the day. There are several papers devoted to time-interval sequential patterns
[32, 33].
With time-interval sequences the definitions for sub-sequence (super-sequence)
should be changed. Now we should include not only the events inclusions, but
the inclusion for time-intervals also. The modifications for Apriori algorithms in
case of time-interval sequences are presented in the paper [30], for example.

As the next issue, we should mention stream processing for sequences data
mining [34]. In general, a data stream processing has to satisfy the several constraints: new elements are generated continuously and should be processed as
soon as possible, the data can be examined only once, memory usage is restricted. The final idea is to proceed data in real-time. For smart cities mobility,
for example, it could be important to detect usage mode outlines in real-time.
In the paper [34], authors propose the algorithm for sequence mining in data
streams, which is based on sequences alignment for mining approximate sequential patterns in data streams. The similar task is studied by authors in [35] and
[36].

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present data models for transport cards data processing. We discuss transit patterns detection (it is rule based), trips discovering (it is clustering
in the various forms, e.g. modified DBSCAN), routes-based studies (statistics,
Markov’s model). Additionally, we present a new approach where transport cards
data log could be processed like a web server log. It opens the possibility to use
many existing methods and tools for web statistics. For testing this approach,
we tried to re-code one existing transport cards dataset [37] as a web log and
used a free web log analyzer as a proof of concept.
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